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FUN

…

Dynamical seating
with 4 Fun-techniques!

 Dynamical backrest
- infinitely height adjustable and blockable

 Anatomically contured upholstery
- for a good seating comfort

 Multifunctional armrests (optional*)



- height- and width adjustable (ill. type 3)
- can be retrofitted

 Synchronized mechanism
- adjustable with large opening angle
of seat and backrest



 Seat height adjustment
- infinitely

 Tension control
- laterally adjustable by crank
to suit bodyweight



 Seat depth adjustment (optional*)
- sliding seat 5 cm

 Durable five star base



- injected plastic version black (standard)
- aluminium polished or silver version
(optional*)

Locking dual wheel castors
- for soft flooring (standard)
- for hard flooring (optional*)








AIR PLUS (optional*)
- depth adjustable lumbar support

* Options at extra costs

pict.: ROVO FUN
2070 S
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Balance technique

ROVO FUN 2075 SR

Swivel chair with high backrest.
SR-technique. Aluminium base silver.

Swivel chair with high backrest.
SR-technique. Armrests type 3.
Aluminium base polished.

Lumbar Support AIR PLUS:
AIR PLUS is the orthopaedic air
cushion lumbar support system
that can be individually adjusted.
The chair becomes like custom-made
and supports a healthy sitting posture
and prevents back problems.

ROVO FUN 2075 SN3

Swivel chair with high backrest.
Synchrone mechanism SN3 with seat depth
adjustment. Five-star plastic base black.

Hard-wearing fabrics, e.g. price group 2 microfiber

ROVO FUN 2075 SN

Swivel chair with high backrest.
Synchrone mechanism SN with seat
depth and seat angle adjustment.
Armrests type 6. Aluminium base
polished. AIR PLUS.

EN

Colour examples: Seat and back can be two-coloured.

2-16 terra

2-17 rosso

2-18 blu

2-19 grigio

ROVO FUN available in 4 different mechanisms: S, SR, SN, SN3
Try it out – at a dealer near you:

2-20 nero

2-21 braun

2-22 beige

5
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WARRANTY

Colours may vary due to printing technology · Subject to design changes. FA/150g BVS/02.08/5’/460340 Printed in Germany

ROVO FUN 2045 SR

Active seating with
Balance Technique:
With the SR backrest tilt mechanism,
the user can exercise his muscles.
The seat reacts to movement of the
body, keeping it balanced. It moves
independently from the backrest
around the central axis of the seat and
tilts right forward (up to – 10°) so that
the pelvis is automatically straightened
ensuring that the spine adopts its
natural double S-shape in the sitting
position. Temporarily one can sit
comfortably with the back away from
the backrest. The seat can be locked
in the basic position (i.e. not tilted
forward).

